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ABSTRACT This paper deals with the joint subcarrier and power allocation problem in a downlink
multi-user orthogonal frequency division multiplexing system subject to user delay and minimum rate
quality-of-service (QoS) requirements over a frequency-selective multi-carrier fading channel. We aim to
maximize the utility-pricing function, formulated as the difference between the achieved spectral efficiency
and the associated linear cost function of transmit power scaled by a system-dependent parameter. For
a homogeneous system, we show that the joint resource allocation can be broken down into sequential
problems while retaining the optimality. Specifically, the optimal solution is obtained by first assigning
each subcarrier to the user with the best channel gain. Subsequently, the transmit power for each subcarrier
is adapted according to water-filling policy if the global optimum is feasible, else it is given by a non-
water-filling power adaptation. For a heterogeneous system, an optimal solution needs exhaustive search and
hence, we resort to two reduced-complexity sub-optimal algorithms. Algorithm-I is a simple extension of the
aforementioned optimal algorithm developed for a homogeneous system, while Algorithm-II further takes
into consideration the heterogeneity in user QoS requirements for performance enhancement. Simulation
results reveal the impacts of user QoS requirements, number of subcarriers and number of users on the
system transmit power.
INDEX TERMS Algorithms, effective capacity, OFDM, QoS, resource allocation, utility-pricing function.
I. INTRODUCTION
Next-generation wireless communication systems are
expected to support traffic demanding diverse levels of
quality-of-service (QoS) requirements [1]. These communi-
cation systems need to employ efficient and feasible mech-
anisms for guaranteeing QoS such as, resource reservation
and admission control in order to meet this expectation.
To design effectivemechanisms, simple and precisemodeling
of wireless channels in terms of QoS metrics (e.g., delay,
delay-outage probability, and data rate) are necessary [1], [2].
This has laid the path for a cross-layer analysis of the
wireless fading channel through a link-layer channel model
called effective capacity (EC) [2]. EC is a QoS-aware metric
that determines the maximum constant arrival rate which a
system can support while satisfying a target delay require-
ment specified by a delay-QoS exponent. By using the EC
model, a rate-efficient power allocation technique under
delay-outage probability constraint for a single-channel flat-
fading system is proposed in [3]. This is further extended
to frequency-selective multi-carrier system in [4], where it
is shown that the EC decreases from ergodic capacity to
zero-outage-capacity as the QoS exponent increases from
zero to infinity. An optimal strategy, with respect to joint
subcarrier and power allocation, for maximizing the EC of
a multi-user orthogonal frequency division multiple access
(OFDMA) relay-based networks under average power con-
straint is developed in [5].
With the increasing demand for higher capacity links,
the device power consumption is also increasing [6]. Thus,
increasing the energy efficiency (EE) in cellular networks has
become an urgent need. Maximizing the EE of a system with-
out delay constraint has been studied for various transmission
scenarios, e.g., point-to-point communication link [7], single-
user orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)
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systems [8], [9] and multi-user OFDM systems [10]–[12],
wherein, EE, in b/J/Hz, is defined as the ratio of Shannon
capacity to the total dissipated power.
Since EC and EE are two important performance met-
rics, joint-study of EC and EE is necessary for designing
future communication systems. For instance, improving EE
to reduce the power consumption is the key factor to maintain
sustainable green networks [13], [14]. By employing the
EC formulation, instead of Shannon capacity, investigation
of EE under delay-QoS constraint for flat-fading channels
has been studied in [15]. In particular, an optimal power
allocation technique for maximizing the EE of a delay lim-
ited system over flat-fading channels is proposed. Instead of
optimizing EE, Gurosy et al. [16] determine the minimum
bit energy required to satisfy a specified delay constraint
in the low-power and wideband regimes. They also ana-
lyze the rate-energy trade-off of flat-fading channels under
delay-outage probability constraint. The problem of transmit
power minimization for a multi-user multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) time division multiple access (TDMA) sys-
tem is considered in [17] subject to constraints on the EC
of individual user. A closed-form expression for the EC of
a single-user MIMO system is derived, which is used as
a basis for dynamic time sharing and power allocation in
multi-user MIMO systems. Wu et al. [18] also investigate
the joint transmitter and receiver optimization for the EE in
OFDMA systems but does not consider the delay constraint,
which is an important factor in communication systems.
Phan et al. [19] develop an online scheduling algorithm for
meeting the minimum rates of users with statistical delay
guarantees in a multi-user OFDM system while minimizing
the total power of the system. A low-complexity heuristic
algorithm is proposed for utility-based resource allocation in
a wireless network with mixed traffic in [20]. Utility function
for best-effort (BE) traffic is modeled as a convex function
while that for real-time (RT) traffic is modeled as a sigmoid
function with respect to the allocated resource. The unified
utility function is then defined as an aggregate utility of all
the users in the network. The proposed algorithm guarantees
the QoS requirement for the RT traffic preferentially and
makes a tradeoff between throughput and fairness for users
with BE traffic. In [21], employing utility-based framework,
a polynomial-time heuristic algorithm is proposed to balance
spectral efficiency (SE) and fairness of multi-user OFDM
system with mixed RT and non-real-time (NRT) traffic pat-
terns, while satisfying QoS requirements of RT users. Utility
function of each user is modeled as an increasing function of
wireless link quality and data rate for NRT user while wireless
link quality, data rate and average experienced delay for RT
user. The total network utility, represented as the summa-
tion of the utilities of all served users at each time, is then
maximized with the overall computational complexity order
of O(U2N 2) where U and N represent the total number of
users and subcarriers in the system, respectively. We observe
that limited literature is available on the performance study
of a mixed-traffic multi-user energy-efficient OFDM system,
where each user carries information corresponding to both
BE and QoS-aware traffic. This study is important because
energy is a valuable commodity and mixed-traffic scenario
is a very realistic traffic model for future Long Term Evo-
lution (LTE) networks which is likely to carry both guar-
anteed bit rate (GBR) and default bearer/non-GBR traffic.
A QoS-aware or GBR traffic, like voice over Internet Proto-
col (VoIP), requires a fixed data-rate and/or delay requirement
while BE or default bearer traffic, like data traffic, consumes
the leftover capacity not used by the GBR sources [22].
In this paper, we consider the joint subcarrier and power
allocation problem in a downlink (DL) multi-user OFDM
system subject to constraints on the EC of QoS-aware appli-
cations, co-exisiting with BE applications, for each user.1
The adaptive resource allocation aims to maximize the
utility-pricing function, in b/s/Hz, formulated as the differ-
ence between the SE and the transmit power scaled by a
parameter β, representing the penalty on transmit power.
A higher value of β corresponds to higher penalty in trans-
mit power. This function can be interpreted as a measure
of energy-awareness in the system. We consider cases with
homogeneity and heterogeneity in the system. A system
is homogeneous if all the users in the system have same
requirement on minimum EC and delay-QoS exponent cor-
responding to QoS-aware traffic, else it is heterogeneous.
We show that, in a homogeneous system, optimal solution
can be obtained by first allocating each subcarrier to the
user with the best channel gain over that subcarrier and then
adapting the transmit power for each allocated user-subcarrier
pair. The transmit power is adapted according to water-filling
policy if the global optimum is feasible, else it is given
by a non-water-filling power adaptation. This algorithm is
no longer optimal for heterogeneous systems due to hetero-
geneity in QoS requirements of users and we resort to two
reduced-complexity sub-optimal algorithms: Algorithm-I is
a simple extension of the aforementioned optimal algorithm
developed for a homogeneous system, while Algorithm-II
further takes into consideration the heterogeneity in user QoS
requirements for performance enhancement. The complexity
of these algorithms is of the order O(UN ). This is much less
compared to the complexity of the optimal exhaustive-search
algorithm which is of the order O(NUN ).
We perform simulations to observe the impact of delay-
QoS exponent (θ ), minimum EC (µmin), parameter (β), num-
ber of subcarriers (N ) and number of users (U ) on the transmit
power. Simulation results indicate that, for the lower values,
transmit power is indifferent to the variation inµmin; however,
it increases exponentially with further increment in µmin.
Moreover, transmit power exponentially decays as a function
of β. For higher β, the maximization of utility-pricing func-
tion is transformed into power minimization problem and the
transmit power is then invariant to β. Further investigation
shows that, for higher β and µmin, BE traffic cannot be
1A single-user system is studied in the conference version of this paper
in [23].
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supported by the system. For systems with higher values
of β, total power is the minimum power required to meet
the QoS requirements of users and it exponentially decreases
with N due to increment in system bandwidth and frequency
diversity. However, for the systems with smaller β, it is an
increasing function of N . Next, performance comparison of
the proposed sub-optimal algorithms with the optimal algo-
rithm, for a heterogeneous system, shows that they provide
near-optimal solutions. Moreover, Algorithm-II outperforms
Algorithm-I whenever the globally optimal solution is infea-
sible, else they behave in a similar way.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the system modeling and the formulation of opti-
mization problem. The optimal and sub-optimal algorithms
for subcarrier allocation and power adaptation for homo-
geneous and heterogeneous systems are provided in III.
Section IV includes the numerical results. Finally, we draw
conclusions in Section V.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. SYSTEM MODEL
As demonstrated in Fig. 1, we consider the DL transmission
scenario of a single-cell multi-user OFDM system with one
base station (BS) at the center of the cell and U users uni-
formly distributed across the cell. We consider N subcarri-
ers, each with bandwidth b, in the cell and thus, the total
bandwidth of the system, B, is Nb. These subcarriers are
to be scheduled among U users in the beginning of each
scheduling interval. Moreover, the channel state information
(CSI) corresponding to each subcarrier is perfectly estimated
at the receiver and reliably fed back to the transmitter, e.g.
by using a pilot-based technique. When the CSI is available,
the transmitter can adapt its transmit power according to the
channel variation. Further, we assume a block-fading channel
model [24], wherein, the channel condition remains constant
over the duration of a fading block and independently changes
from one block to another.
Let N = {1, 2, . . . ,N } be the set of subcarriers, U =
{1, 2, . . . ,U} be the set of users and htu,n be the channel
amplitude of user u ∈ U on subcarrier n ∈ N in slot
t = 1, 2, . . .. We assume that the channel gains, htu,n, ∀u, n, t ,
are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) with some
probability density function (PDF) f . If ptu,n is the trans-
mission power of user u over subcarrier n in slot t then the
maximum SE of the user over that subcarrier in that slot is
given by:
r tu,n = log2(1+ γ tu,nptu,n), (1)
where γ tu,n = |htu,n|2/PluN0b is the CNR of user u on
subcarrier n in slot t . Here, Plu is the distance-based path loss
between user u and the BS andN0 is the noise spectral density.
For QoS-aware applications, user traffic must satisfy a
statistical delay constraint. In particular, assuming that the
steady-state queue length exists, it is required that the proba-
bility for the queue length of the user u at equilibrium,Qu(∞),
exceeding a certain threshold for that user, xu, exponentially
decays as a function of xu. This exponential decay can be
characterized by a delay exponent θu [2]:





where Pr{y > z} denotes the probability that the inequal-
ity y > z holds. The large and small values of θu corre-
spond to fast and slow decaying rates indicating stringent and
loose delay requirements, respectively. The application cor-
responding to user u can tolerate arbitrarily long delay when
θu → 0, while it cannot tolerate any delay when θu → ∞.
Further, the probability that the delay exceeds the maximum
delay bound,Dmaxu , corresponding to user u, defined as delay-
outage probability, can be approximated as [1]:
Poutu = Pr{Delay > Dmaxu } ' φue−µuθuD
max
u . (3)
For a given constant arrival rate µu, φu is the proba-
bility that the buffer of user u is non-empty and can be
approximated as the ratio of the constant arrival rate to
the average service rate [1], i.e., φu = µuE{Ru(k)} , where
Ru(k) denotes the instantaneous discrete-time stationary
and ergodic service process of user u at time k and E{.}
denotes the statistical expectation. Let us define S˜u(t) =∑t
k=1 Ru(k) as the service provided by the channel. Given the
assumptions for the Gartner-Ellis theorem [25] are satisfied











, exists and is a convex function dif-
ferentiable for all real θu ≥ 0 [2], the EC function of S˜u(t)













, ∀θu ≥ 0. (4)
When the service process of user u {Ru(k), k = 1, 2, ...} is
uncorrelated, the EC expression in (4) can be reduced to:









Normalizing (5) to the fading-block length Tf and the system
bandwidth B, the EC of i.i.d block fading subcarriers corre-
sponding to user u, in b/s/Hz, can be expressed as:











By the definition of EC, µu(θu) is the maximum constant
arrival rate, in b/s/Hz, corresponding to user u that the system
can support in order to guarantee the statistical delay require-
ment defined by θu.
The issues on efficient resource allocation have been well
studied in economics, where utility-pricing functions are
used to quantify the benefit and cost of usage of certain
resources. The basic idea of utility-pricing structures is to
map the resource use (bandwidth, power, etc.) or performance
criteria (data rate, delay, etc.) into the corresponding util-
ity or price values and optimize the established utility-pricing
system [26]. In this paper, we define utility-pricing function
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of the system (η) as the difference between the rate r and
a function of power p representing the cost paid to achieve
that rate. Mathematically, η = r − c(p), where c(p) is the
cost function. As aforementioned, power is itself a valuable
commodity and hence, we use cost function to reflect the
expenses of power consumption. It is mentioned in [27] that
there are at least two requirements for a cost function, viz.,
c(0) = 0 and c(p) increases in power p. Alike [27], in this
paper, we will use a linear cost function, i.e., c(p) = βp,
where the parameter β is the pricing coefficient, in b/s/Hz/W,
and is a constant independent of p. However, β is a system-
dependent parameter. The system is power constrained if β
is set to higher values, i.e., β  1, and η u −βp for those
systems. When β → 0, utility-pricing function is equivalent
to the SE of the system, i.e., η u r . Further, the time-average























where r tu,n and p
t
u,n are the rate and power of user u over
subcarrier n in time slot t,∀u ∈ U , n ∈ N and αtu,n ∈
{0, 1} is an indication variable representing the allocation of
subcarrier n to user u in time slot t . αtu,n = 1 if subcarrier
n is assigned to user u in slot t and αtu,n = 0, otherwise.
This ensures OFDMA in the cell, meaning that a particular
subcarrier in the cell can be used by at most one user in
that cell at a given time. Also, E{.} denotes the statistical
expectation with respect to the distribution f and (7a) holds
true because the system is considered to be ergodic.
B. OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
We aim to maximize the ergodic utility-pricing function of
the system where each user has the data corresponding to
QoS-aware and BE applications while maintaining the mini-
mum EC for each user. Note that, meeting the minimum EC
of user u is equivalent to meeting the delay requirement and
minimum rate of the QoS-aware applications for that user
specified by θu and µu, respectively. In each slot, we per-
form subcarrier scheduling among users and then determine
the transmission power for each allocated subcarrier. Hence,









subject to µu(θu) ≥ µminu , ∀u ∈ U , (8b)
U∑
u=1
αu,n = 1, ∀n ∈ N , (8c)
αu,n ∈ {0, 1}, ∀u ∈ U , n ∈ N , (8d)
pu,n ≥ 0, ∀u ∈ U , n ∈ N . (8e)
2Hereafter, for the ease of notation, we remove the time index t , whenever
it is clear in the text.
Here, α is a U × N matrix with each element, αu,n ∈ {0, 1},
indicating the allocation of subcarrier n to user u, P is aU×N
matrix with each element, pu,n, representing the allocated
power to UE u on subcarrier n and µminu is the minimum EC
corresponding to user u. Constraints (8c) and (8d) enforce the
OFDMA assumption in the cell.3
III. SUBCARRIER AND POWER ALLOCATION
Problem (8) is a combinatorial optimization problem with
non-linear constraints and it may be difficult to obtain an
optimal solution within any reasonable time frame [28].
Hence, we devise computationally-effective optimal or sub-
optimal scheduling algorithms, whichever applicable, using
the following propositions.
Proposition 1: The ergodic utility-pricing function of an
OFDMA system with no constraints on the minimum EC
of any user is maximum when each subcarrier is allocated
to the user with the best channel gain on that subcarrier,
i.e., αvn,n = 1 and αu,n = 0,∀u ∈ U\{vn}, where vn =
argmaxu∈U γu,n,∀n ∈ N .
Proof: Consider a single-user OFDM system with N
subcarriers. Then, the maximization of unconstrained ergodic












Problem (9) is concave in p. Hence, the Karush-Kuhn-
Tucker (KKT) conditions are both necessary and sufficient





= 0, ∀n, (10a)
γvn,n
(1+ γvn,np∗vn,n) ln 2
− β = 0, ∀n, (10b)








Here, [x]+ = max{0, x}. Let us assume that p∗n > 0,∀n ∈ N .
Substituting (10c) in (9), optimal utility-pricing function of



















∀n ∈ N . If γn ≤ β ln 2 for any n ∈ N then p∗n = 0.
This implies that the unconstrained ergodic utility-pricing
function (ηav) is an increasing function of channel amplitude
3The constraint (8e) only limits the value of the power to non-negative
values and does not constraint the power on the upper side. We note that
since the transmission power is used as a pricing factor in the objective
function, the optimal value of the transmission power will not reach infinity.
We assume that the transmit power can be big enough to achieve the optimal
value of the optimization problem in (8). If the transmission power is limited
to a maximum power, the total optimla power should be limited to the
maximum power and the the solution of (8).
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FIGURE 1. System model.
gains, γn, ∀n ∈ N . Hence, ηav∗ in a multi-user OFDMA
system with no constraints on the minimum EC of any user
is obtained by allocating the subcarrier n to the user with the
best channel gain.
Proposition 2: The optimal solution to (8) is either the
global optimum or the boundary point.
Proof: Let αarb be any arbitrary subcarrier allocation
matrix. After the subcarrier allocation, multi-user OFDMA
system can be viewed as a single-user OFDM system. Hence,
the problem of maximizing unconstrained ergodic utility-























Let p′ = p∗ + 4p, where p′ and p∗ ∈ RN+
while 4p ∈ RN represents a sufficiently small change






















1/(β ln 2)+4pn − β, ∀n ∈ N , (14)
= β
1+ β4pn ln 2 − β, ∀n ∈ N . (15)
Here, β is a non-negative parameter and ln 2 = 0.693 > 0.
If 4pn > 0 then δη
av
δ4pn is negative and a decreasing function
of 4pn,∀n ∈ N . If 4pn < 0 and is sufficiently small then
δηav
δ4pn > 0,∀n ∈ N . Hence, η
av(p), is an increasing function
of the power vector p till global optimum. However, beyond
optimality, ergodic utility-pricing function decreases with p.
Indeed, taking the partial differentiation of (9) with respect









, ∀n ∈ N .
This implies that the optimal solution to (8) is either the global
optimum, if feasible, or the boundary point of the function
(8a) where it intersects with the constraint (8b).
We study solutions to (8) for both homogeneous and
heterogeneous system. A system is considered to be homo-
geneous when all the users in the system have the same
requirement on the minimum EC and the delay-QoS expo-
nent corresponding to QoS-aware applications, i.e., µminu =
µmin and θu = θ,∀u ∈ U . Whereas, in a heterogeneous sys-
tem, users may have different requirements on minimum EC
and/or delay-QoS exponent for their QoS-aware applications.
A. HOMOGENEOUS SYSTEM
In a homogeneous system, µminu = µmin and θu = θ,∀u ∈ U .
We start by solving the unconstrained optimization problem,
i.e., the optimization problem (8) without the constraint (8b).
From Proposition 1, at optimality of this problem, each
subcarrier is given to the user with the best channel
gain on that subcarrier, i.e., αvn,n = 1, where vn =
argmaxu∈U γu,n,∀n ∈ N . Let vn be the set of subcar-
riers assigned to user vn and |vn | be the cardinality of
the set vn ,∀vn ∈ U . Mathematically, vn = {n ∈
N such that αvn,n = 1}. Once the subcarrier allocation is
performed, the multi-user OFDMA system can be viewed as
a single-user OFDM system. Next, we determine the transmit
21650 VOLUME 6, 2018
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power allocated to each subcarrier so as to maximize the
utility-pricing function of the system. Hence, problem (8)
without the constraint on the minimum EC of each user, after









where p ∈ RN+, is a vector comprising the allocated power
to each subcarrier n, which is already assigned to user vn.
Problem (16) is concave in p. Hence, from (10), at optimality,
we have







, ∀n ∈ N . (17)
Thus, the transmit power adaptation is performed using
water-filling policy in frequency domain with the water-
filling level equivalent to
1
β ln 2
. Further, r∗vn,n = log2(1 +
γvn,np
∗
vn,n),∀n ∈ N and ηav∗ =
∑N
n=1(r∗vn,n − βp∗vn,n). The













, ∀u ∈ U . For a homo-
geneous system with i.i.d channels, µwfu = µwf ,∀u ∈ U .
If µwfu = µwf ≥ µmin, then the aforementioned solution,
where subcarriers are assigned to users with maximum CNR
and the power adaptation is performed with water-filling pol-
icy, is feasible to problem (8) and hence, optimal. However,
this solution is no longer feasible when µmin is set to a value
greater than µwf .
If this global solution is no longer feasible then, at opti-
mality, constraint (8b) is met with equality (from Proposi-
tion 2). Hence, using the Lagrangian approach, Lagrangian

















where λ ∈ RN+ is a vector of Lagrange multipliers
λu,∀u ∈ U . For a homogeneous system, these multipliers
are equal, i.e., λu = λ,∀u ∈ U [19]. Thus, (18) for a














m∈N αu,mru,m − e−θTf Bµmin
)}
. (19)
For some given power allocation, (19) is an increasing func-
tion of rates and accordingly, channel power gains. Hence,
maximum value of L is obtained when subcarriers are
assigned to users with best channel gains.
Letu be the set of channels assigned to user u, i.e., u =
{n ∈ N such that αu,n = 1}, θ ′u = θuTf b and Gu =
e−θuTf Bµminu . For a homogeneous system, Gu = G and
θ ′u = θ ′,∀u ∈ U . Next, we determine the transmit power
for user u over subcarriers n ∈ u. We maximize the part of




(ru,n − βpu,n)− λ(e−θ ′
∑
m∈u ru,m − G)
}
(20)
and L = ∑Uu=1 Lu. Here, Lu is concave. Hence, the KKT
conditions are both necessary and sufficient for optimality.















= β, ∀n ∈ u,
γu,n
(1+ γu,np∗u,n)
= β ln 2
1+ θ ′λe−θ ′
∑
m∈u r∗u,m






, ∀n, n′ ∈ u. (22)




















, ∀n ∈ u.
(23)












, ∀n ∈ u.
(24)









= (1+ Kuζ (γ )Yu ),
Kuζ (γ )Yu+1 + ζ (γ )− Z = 0. (25)
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TABLE 1. Optimal subcarrier and power allocation in homogeneous systems.
Once ζ (γ ) is evaluated, optimal value of power can be com-
puted as:







, ∀n ∈ u. (26)
However, (25) is non-linear in ζ (γ ) and can yield multi-
ple solutions. Because of infeasibility, we ignore the values
of ζ (γ ) that yield negative power. Since the utility-pricing
function is a decreasing function of power beyond global
optimum (from Proposition 2), the optimal ζ (γ ) is the one
that gives minimum value of power. Hence, optimal feasible
power will be the minimum non-negative power obtained
from (26). Since the system is homogeneous, Lu will be
same for all the users and hence, maximizingLu is equivalent
to maximizing L. Further, stochastic dual gradient iterations
used in [19], which is given as:








u,m) − e−θ ′Nµmin
)
,
∀u ∈ U (27)
can be used to compute the Lagrange multipliers after each
time slot t and lim
t→∞ λ
t
u = λ, u ∈ U . Here, tu is the
set of subcarriers in slot t for which user u has the largest
channel gains and {t }t=1,2,... is a positive learning sequence






(t )2 <∞. (28)
The convergence of these stochastic approximation iterations
is shown in [19]. The iterative algorithm finding solution
for optimal subcarrier and power allocation in homogeneous
systems can be summarized in the Table 1.
B. HETEROGENEOUS SYSTEM
The users may have different requirements on minimum
EC and/or delay-QoS exponent in a heterogeneous system.
However, the channel gains, htu,n, ∀u, n, t , are still i.i.d with
the PDF f . It may be very difficult to derive the optimal
subcarrier and power allocation algorithm for these systems
due to heterogeneity in the QoS requirements of users. Hence,
we propose two reduced-complexity sub-optimal algorithms
for these systems.
1) ALGORITHM-I
Algorithm-I is an extension of the aforementioned optimal
algorithm for homogeneous systems to heterogeneous sys-
tems. Here, each subcarrier n is allocated to the user with
the best channel gain. Then, we solve the unconstrained
optimization problem and compute the globally optimal
power p∗vn,n from (10c). If p
∗
vn,n is feasible, we have an
optimal solution. Else, we solve the Lagrangian function, L,
given by (18). The solution to this function is similar to the
homogeneous system except for the fact that θu and µu can
be different for different users. Thus, from (25) and (26),
we have:
Kuζ (γ )Yu+1 + ζ (γ )− Z = 0 and (29a)







, ∀n ∈ u, (29b)





u,m and Yu = |u|θ ′u/ln 2. Note that the
subcarrier allocation to the user with the maximumCNRmay
not be optimal anymore. This is because, in a heterogeneous
system, L does not necessarily increase with the channel
power gain due to variation in θu and µminu ,∀u ∈ U .
Next, we perform the complexity analysis of Algorithm-I.
For the subcarrier allocation, we need to locate the user
from the set of U with the highest CNR in each subcarrier.
Since there are N subcarriers, UN computations are required
for subcarrier allocation. Next, we adapt the total transmit
power for each subcarrier using (10c) and check its feasi-
bility which needs the computation of O(N ). If infeasible,
we evaluate the total power using (29b) which requires the
complexity of O(N ). Further, updating Lagrange multiplier
for each user mandates the complexity of O(U ). Hence,
overall complexity of Algorithm-I is of O(UN ). Algorithm-I,
though simple and optimal for a homogeneous system, fails to
consider the heterogeneity in the QoS requirements of users
and may not be suitable for a hetrogeneous system. Hence,
we propose heterogeneity-aware Algorithm-II for heteroge-
neous systems.
2) ALGORITHM-II
In Algorithm-II, we first compute the globally optimal solu-
tion by allocating each subcarrier to the user with the best
channel gain and then adapting the transmit power on each
subcarrier using water-filling policy (10c). If this globally
optimal solution is infeasible, we propose a new subcarrier
allocation technique which takes into account the heterogene-
ity in the QoS requirements of users. Since the effect of QoS
requirement is reflected in the required power and the quality
of the link is reflected in the CNR, each user computes and
conveys the required rate, which is an increasing function of
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required power and CNR, to the BS. To compute the required
rate, each user in a scheduling interval/slot assumes that it has
all the subcarriers allocated to it, i.e.,u = N ,∀u ∈ U . With
this assumption, each user u computes the power required on
subcarrier n, prequ,n, ∀u ∈ U , n ∈ N , to meet its EC using (29b).
The required rate of user u on subcarrier n on that scheduling
interval is then given by:
rrequ,n = log2(1+ γu,nprequ,n), ∀u ∈ U , n ∈ N . (30)
After the computation of required rate, each user conveys this
information to the BS. The BS assigns a subcarrier n to the
user vn which has the highest required rate on that subcarrier,
i.e., αvn,n = 1 and αu,n = 0,∀u ∈ U\{vn}, where vn =
argmaxu∈U r
req
u,n . The required rate of user u on subcarrier n
is high if it has higher CNR (γu,n) on that subcarrier or it
requires higher power (prequ,n). Requirement of higher power
indicates that the user is currently far from meeting its QoS
requirement and hence, has a higher chance of getting the sub-
carrier. Therefore, assigning the subcarrier n to the user with
highest rrequ,n results in power savings due to better channel
condition and/or QoS requirement satisfaction. Once the sub-
carrier allocation is performed, power adaptation policy (29b)
can be used to compute the total power.
Further, we evaluate the computational complexity of
Algorithm-II. UN computations are required for subcarrier
allocation based on CNR and complexity of O(N ) is needed
to adapt the globally optimal transmit power and check its
feasibility. If infeasible, 2UN computations are required to
evaluate prequ,n and r
req
u,n ,∀u ∈ U , n ∈ N . Conveying this
information to the BS accounts for additional uplink (UL)
data. For subcarrier allocation, BS needs to find the highest
required rate for each subcarrier over all the users, which
mandates UN more computations. Then, we adapt the total
power for each subcarrier, which requires O(N ) computa-
tions. Overall, the complexity of Algorithm-II is O(4UN )
with some information overhead.
An exhaustive search has to be performed to compute
the optimal solution in a heterogeneous system if the global
optimum is infeasible. Since it is assumed that a subcarrier is
assigned to only one user in a scheduling interval, there are
UN possible subcarrier assignments. For a given subcarrier
assignment, (29b) can be used for power distribution among
allocated user-subcarrier pairs which need the computations
of O(N ). The optimal value is the maximum value of utility-
pricing function computed over all UN possible subcarrier
assignment schemes and the corresponding subcarrier and
power allocation is the optimal scheduling scheme for the
system. Hence, the complexity of the optimal algorithm in
a heterogeneous system is of O(NUN ).
IV. ILLUSTRATIVE RESULTS
The simulation scenario consists of a single cell with radius
500 m. BS is located at the center of the cell and users
are uniformly distributed in the cell. We simulate a unit-
variance Rayleigh channel for each user. Hence, channel
gains hu,n,∀u ∈ U , n ∈ N are exponentially distributed.
We use the results from Section III to optimize the ergodic
utility-pricing function of the system subject to constraints on
the minimum EC of each user in the system. The bandwidth
of the subcarrier, b, is considered to be 200 KHz and the
system bandwidthB = 200N KHz. Further, the noise spectral
density, N0, is −174 dBm/Hz and we run the simulation for
20, 000 time slots. Also, the distance-based path loss [29] for
a macro cell environment considering a carrier frequency of
2 GHz, in dB, is given by:
PldBu = 128.1+ 37.6 log10(du), (31)
where du is the distance of the user from the BS in km. Hence,
Plu = 10(PldBu /10). The CPU processor used during simulation
is a core duo processor with a speed of 1.83 GHz and a
memory of 1 GB RAM, the software used for simulation is
MATLAB 8.2, and the precision level of bisection algorithm
is 10−6.
FIGURE 2. Achievable EC (µwf ) using water-filling power allocation
versus β for different θ when N = 64, U = 1 and CNR = 35 dB.
First, we perform simulations to observe the achievable
EC using water-filling power allocation (µwf ), which gives
maximum achievable SE in the system, as a function of
β and θ . We can see in Fig. 2 that µwf decreases with
the increase in β. This is because higher values of β cor-
respond to higher penalties in power which result in less
allocated power and hence, smaller achievable EC. Further,
we investigate the possible values of µwf for different θ and
observe that achievable EC decreases with the increase in θ .
For example, when β = 8 b/s/Hz/W, µwf decreases from
9.12 b/s/Hz to 8.84 b/s/Hz as θ is increased from 0.0001
to 0.001. If µmin ≤ µwf for these values of θ and β,
water-filling power allocation in (10c) is feasible and hence,
the optimal solution. Else, the solution is given by the power
allocation (26). Note that when θ → 0, EC of the system
approaches SE.
Next, we perform simulations to investigate the behaviour
of the power or signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as a function of
minimum required EC (µmin) and β when U = 1, N = 64
and the average CNR = 35 dB. We define SNR as the
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FIGURE 3. SNR versus µmin for different β when θ = 0.0001 and N = 64,
U = 1 and CNR = 35 dB.
FIGURE 4. SNR versus β for different µmin and θ when N = 64, U = 1
and CNR = 24 dB.
product of power and CNR in linear scale or accordingly,
sum of power and CNR in logarithmic scale. We can observe
from Fig. 3 that the SNR (or power) is invariant to the
imposed constraint on minimum EC for its lower values.
This is because, for lower µmin, water-filling power alloca-
tion in (10c) obtained by solving the unconstrained problem
satisfies the constraint (8b) and hence, optimal. With further
increment in µmin, this water-filling power allocation is no
longer feasible and the power is given by (26). We can see
in Fig. 3 that the power or SNR (in logarithmic scale) is then
linearly increased with µmin.
Moreover, in Figs. 3 and 4, we can see the impact of β
on the power (or SNR). The higher values of β correspond to
higher penalties in power. The power (or SNR) is a decreasing
function of β because of higher penalty. When β is set to
higher values, maximization of the utility-pricing function is
equivalent to minimization of the transmit power. Thus, for
the systems with higher µmin or higher β, only QoS-aware
traffic can be supported in the system.
FIGURE 5. Ergodic spectral efficiency versus µmin for different values of β
when θ = 0.0001, N = 64, U = 1 and CNR = 35 dB.
In Fig. 5, we investigate the impact of µmin and β on the
SE of the system. As aforementioned, the power for the lower
values of µmin is given by (10c) and hence, is indifferent to
variation in µmin, but decreases with the increase in β. Thus,
SE as a function of µmin, for a given β, is constant for the
lower values ofµmin. Further increment inµmin leads to linear
increment in the required SE. SE of the system is a decreasing
function of β, but only for the lower values of µmin when BE
traffic can be supported in the system. Moreover, Fig. 5 gives
an insight on the amount of BE traffic that can be supported
in the system. For example, when µmin = 6 b/s/Hz and
β = 5 b/s/Hz/W, SE of the system is 11.40 b/s/Hz. Hence,
the achievable SE for the BE traffic is 5.40 b/s/Hz. When
β = 5 b/s/Hz/W and µmin = 12 b/s/Hz, SE of the system
is also 12 b/s/Hz and hence, BE traffic cannot be supported.
FIGURE 6. Power and utility-pricing function versus θ when
β = 10 b/s/Hz/W, µmin = 8 b/s/Hz, U = 1, N = 64 and CNR = 35 dB.
Furthermore, we plot the variation in the total power and
the utility-pricing function as a function of θ for a given µmin
and β when U = 1 and N = 64. We can see in Fig. 6 that,
for small θ , power obtained from (10c) is feasible and hence,
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FIGURE 7. Power per user versus number of subcarriers in a
homogeneous system for various U , θ and β, in b/s/Hz/W, when
CNR = 24 dB and µmin = 8 b/s/Hz for each user on each subcarrier.
the total power and the utility-pricing function are indifferent
to variation in θ . As θ increases, the system becomes more
stringent and hence, µwf < µmin. The total power is then
given by (26) which increases with the increase in θ while
the utility-pricing function decreases with the increase in θ .
In Fig. 7, we can observe the variation in power per user,
in dB, as a function of N for variousU , θ and β when µmin =
8 b/s/Hz and average CNR = 24 dB on each subcarrier for
each user in a homogeneous system, i.e., µminu = µmin, θu =
θ,∀u ∈ U . Since the power for each user is a vector
in RN+, we plot the sum of this power vector over subcarriers.
As already mentioned, when β →∞, the problem of utility-
pricing maximization is equivalent to power minimization.
For these systems, minimum power required by each user,
in dB, to meet its EC is an exponentially decreasing func-
tion of N . This is because of the increment in the system
bandwidth and frequency diversity. Frequency diversity is
obtained because we assume that the coherence bandwidth
of the system is of the order of subcarrier bandwidth b.
Moreover, for smaller β, the globally optimal power given by
(10c) is feasible which is water-filling in nature. We observe
that the power per user for these kind of systems increases
with the increase in N due to frequency diversity and both the
QoS-aware and BE traffic can be supported in the system.
Further, in Figs. 8 and 9, we plot variation in SNR and
accordingly, power as a function of U for different µmin, θ
and β in a homogeneous system when N = 64 and average
CNR = 35 dB for each user on each subcarrier. The SNR
values in Fig. 8 represent the SNR required by each user.
We observe that, for systems with higher values of β, the min-
imum SNR required by each user to meet its EC constraint
decreases with the increase in number of users in the system.
This is because of multi-user diversity. When the number of
UEs increases, BS, in each scheduling interval, has a larger
pool of UEs to choose from and thus, the probability of
finding a UEwith good channel condition increases, reducing
the minimum required SNR (or power) per user. However,
FIGURE 8. SNR per user versus number of users in a homogeneous
system for various µmin, in b/s/Hz, and β, in b/s/Hz/W, when N = 64,
CNR = 35 dB and θ = 0.02 for each user on each subcarrier.
FIGURE 9. Total SNR versus number of users in a homogeneous system
for various θ and β, in b/s/Hz/W, when N = 64, CNR = 35 dB and
µmin = 12 b/s/Hz for each user on each subcarrier.
as the number of users increases, BS also has more QoS-
aware traffic in the system whose QoS has to be satisfied.
We can observe in Fig. 9 that the SNR of the BS (sum of SNR
for each user) increases almost linearly with the number of
users in the system. Moreover, for systems with smaller β,
the impact of multi-user diversity on the SNR per user is
insignificant.
Next, we examine the effectiveness of the proposed sub-
optimal algorithms for heterogeneous systems in compar-
ison with the optimal algorithm. Optimal utility-pricing
function is obtained by the exhaustive search over all UN
possible subcarrier assignments and has a complexity of
order O(NUN ). Table 2 shows that the Algorithm-I and
Algorithm-II provide near-optimal utility-pricing function
with a low-computational complexity ofO(UN ) andO(4UN )
with some information overhead, respectively. θ and µmin
in Table 2 are vectors in RU+ representing the delay-QoS
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TABLE 2. Comparison of utility-pricing function of sub-optimal algorithms with optimal algorithm for various values of N and U in a heterogeneous
system when β = 10.
FIGURE 10. Total power versus number of subcarriers in a heterogeneous
system for Algorithm-I and Algorithm-II when U = 2 and CNR = 24 dB for
each user on each subcarrier.
exponent and minimum EC of each user, respectively. More-
over, in Fig. 10, we observe the effectiveness of Algorithm-II
over Algorithm-I. We consider two users, UE1 and UE2,
with µmin = [8, 10] and θ = [0.01, 0.05]. We observe
that, for higher β or smaller N , Algorithm-II outperforms
Algorithm-I since the resource allocation in Algorithm-II,
unlike Algorithm-I, takes into account the heterogeneity in
QoS requirements along with the channel conditions. How-
ever, this performance enhancement is obtained at the cost
of additional complexity and information overhead. Further-
more, for smaller β and higher N , the globally optimal solu-
tion given by (10c) is likely to be feasible and hence, both the
algorithms behave in a similar way.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we formulated an optimization problem to
maximize the utility-pricing function of a multi-user OFDM
system where each user has the data corresponding to QoS-
aware and BE applications subject to constraints on the
minimum EC of QoS-aware traffic for each user. We con-
sidered cases with homogeneity and heterogeneity in the
system and proposed optimal and sub-optimal algorithms
for resource allocation, respectively. We observed that the
reduced-complexity algorithms for heterogeneous systems
provide near-optimal solutions with much less complexity.
To add, we illustrated the effectiveness of Algorithm-II over
Algorithm-I for the systems with higher β or µmin where the
globally optimal solution is not feasible. Further, we observed
that the transmit power is a decreasing function of β for its
smaller values while is invariant to µmin for its lower values.
Moreover, transmit power increases exponentially with the
increase in µmin and is invariant to β for its higher values.
For higher µmin and β, BE traffic cannot be supported in
the system. We also observed that the transmit power for
the systems with higher β decreases, while increases for the
system with smaller β, as a function of N due to increment
in the system bandwidth and the frequency diversity in the
system.
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